THE  PEASANTS
dispensing justice to his subjects, seeing in them nothing but a
source of revenue, the right of imposing fines and confiscating the
possessions of those condemned to death. In those deeds which
contain a specification of the revenues of a domain, 'justice' came
next to lands and mills. Justice of this kind did not provide for
any punishment in the form of imprisonment; there was no prison
for accused persons save the chartre (from the Latin carcerem), re-
served for the ecclesiastical courts. Punitive measures consisted
either in fines or confiscation for the benefit of the lord, or else
in corporal punishment, flogging, mutilation, or hanging.
The seigneur did not take the trouble to hear causes himself;
he farmed out this function, as he did his mill, to a deputy, known
in the north by the name of prfofit (provost; Latin, pr&positus),
and in the south by that ofbaile (bajulus - that is, agent). He had
an agent (r&gisseur) in every village, often known as mayor (maire),
from the Latin major, who was originally drawn from among the
peasants; but the function ended by becoming hereditary. The
maire policed the village by the aid of armed sergeants (sergents,
from the Latin servientes, servitors).
It is easy to see what sort of justice the villein might expect from
agents directly interested in his condemnation, and in what
abuses the mains and those who leased the right of dispensing
justice might indulge. The records give no description of these;
we can only catch a glimpse of them in an inquiry made in the
thirteenth century on the former domains of the Count of Tou-
louse. Not only had the peasants to bear the imposts fixed by
custom, but the lord or his agents often used their discretionary-
power to impose fresh burdens upon them; this is what was known
as a 'bad custom* (mauvaise coutume).
The peasant had no effective appeal from the abuses of the lord
and his agents; he could not even carry his complaint to any tri-
bunal. A legal authority of the thirteenth century expressly states
that: 'Between thee and thy villein there is no judge save God,'
fDEVELOPMENTS    IN    THE    CONDITION    OF    THE
PEASANTS
This regime, being based upon custom and inheritance, was
hard to modify. Hereditary tenure of holdings, by fixing the share
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